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REASONS FOR DECISION

Section A - INTRODUCTION
I.

The complaints against the Respondents relate to alleged breaches of financial
reporting standards and auditing irregularities in the consolidated financial statements
of South Sea Petroleum Holdings Limited ("Company") and its subsidiaries
(collectively, "Group") for the year ended 31 December 2013 ("2013 Financial
Statements") in respect of a sale transaction in which the Company's wholly owned

subsidiary, Global Select Limited ("CSL"), sold 33.45 million metric tons of graphite
ore to a customer ("PML") at Us $7.90 per metric ton, totalling Us $264,255,000
("Transaction").
2.

The Company was incorporated in Hong Kong and its shares are listed on the Main
Board of The Stock EXchange of Hong Kong Limited (stock code: 00076).

3.

Mr Chan Bing Chung ("Mr Chan") was at all material times the sole proprietor of JP
Union & Co ("JP Union"). JP Union was the auditor of the Company for the 2013
Financial Statements. Ms Chari Wai Ling ("Ms Chan") was appointed as an external
engagement quality control reviewer ("EQCR") for the audit
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Mr Chan issued the audit report on behalf of JP Union for the 2013 Financial
Statements. The audit report stated that the audit for the year was conducted in

accordance with the Hong Kong Standards on Auditing ("HKSAs") and expressed an
unmodified opinion on the 2013 Financial Statements. '
5.

Following the receipt of a complaint from another regulator in Hong Kong alleging
possible non-compliance with accounting requirements and auditing irregularities in the
2013 Financial Statements concerning, among other things, the Transaction, the
Council of the Financial Reporting Council ("FRC") directed the Audit Investigation
Board ("A1B") in September 2016 to conduct an investigation into the complaint

6.

The A^ issued its report on 9 March 2017 ("A1B Report"). The FRC referred the A1B
Report to the Hong Kong institute of Certified Public Accountants ("Institute") in June
2017, following which 4 complaints were submitted and lodged against the
Respondents pursuant to section 34(IA) of the Professional Accountants Ordinance
Cap 50 ("FAO")

Section B - COMPLAINTS
7.

The particulars of the complaints against the Respondents are set out in a letter dated 8
January 2018 ("Complaint") from the Registrar of the Hong Kong Institute of Certified
Public Accountants ("Complainant") to the Council of the Institute

8.

The complaints are set out below:
(I ) First Complaint

Section 34(I)(a)(vi) of the Professional Accountants Ordinance ("FAO") applies
to Mr Chan and JP Union in that, in the audit of the 2013 Financial Statements,
they failed or neglected to observe, maintain or othenvise apply one or more of
the following professional standards in the manner as set out in paragraph 39 of
the Complaint

(a) Paragraph 15 of HKSA 200 choral Obye, t, ',,^s of Ihe lad^ponde"I, "dim"
and the Cond"ci of an Audit in Accordance WITh Hong Kong SIo"dords on
Hadit, hg ("HKSA 200"); and'or
(b) Paragraph 18 of the HKSA 540 Auditihg ACcoz, rinng Estimates Including
Fair 1'013, e ACco"nil'rig Estimotes, und RelQted DISC/OSI!yes ("HKSA 540");
and/or

' A1B Report, Annex LA.
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(c) Paragraphs 16 and 21 of the HKSA 260 Coinmz!ni'coti'on wiih Those

Chorged wi'th Gonernonce ("HKSA 260"); and/or

(d) Paragraphs I I to 13 of HKSA 700 Forming on Opinion ond Reporting on
FindnciolSioiements ("HKSA 700")
(2)

Second Complaint

Section 34(I)(a)(vi) of the PAO applies to Mr Chan in that the non-compliances
with professional standards in the audit mentioned in the First Complaint indicate
that he failed to conduct the audit with professional competence and due care and
was in breach of section 100.5(c) as elaborated in section 130.1 of the Code of
Ethics for Professional Accountants ("COE").
(3)

Third Complaint

Section 34(I)(a)(iv) of the PAO applies to Mr Chan in that, in issuing the
auditor's report for the 2013 Financial Statements as the sole proprietor
responsible for the audit, he failed or neglected to observe, maintain or otherwise
apply paragraphs 7 and/or 19 of HKSA 220 Quality Control for an Audit of
Financial Statements ("HKSA 220") because he had failed to ensure that the
EQCR appointed was independent of the audit team and, further, he had failed to
discuss significant matters with the EQCR
(4)

Fourth Complaint

Section 34(I)(a)(vi) of the PAO applies to Ms Chan in that she failed or neglected

to observe, maintain or otheiwise apply professional standards, namely (i)
paragraph 20 of HKSA 220; and/or (ii) section 100.5(c) as elaborated in section
130.1 of the COE for her failure to act competently and diligently in accordance

with professional standards when carrying out the work, as an engagement
quality control reviewer, in the audit of the 2013 Financial Statements.

Section C - SUBSTANTIVE HEARING
9.

Mr Chan failed to appear at the substantive hearing of the disciplinary proceedings that
took place before the Disdplinary Committee ("Committee") on 6 December 2018,

despite having submitted his written case and reply in accordance with the procedural
timetable.
10

The Committee is satisfied that Mr Chan had been given proper notice of the
substantive hearing through the following:
(1) Letter dated 31 May 2018 sent by post to Mr Chan enclosing a Notice of
Commencement of Proceedings and a Procedural Timetable setting out (a) the

timetable for the submission of ^^in' Chari's written case and reply; and (b) the date
and time for the substantive oral hearing. It is of significance to note that Mr
Chan had submitted his written case in accordance with the Procedural Timetable
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and therefore must be taken to have had notice of the date and time for the

substantive hearing as stated in the Procedural Timetable.

(2) Letter dated 12 October 2018 from the Clerk to the parties sent by post and email
to Mr Chan informing him once again that the substantive hearing will be held on
6 December 2018 at 10:00 a. in

(3) Letter dated 19 November 2018 from the Complainant sent by post and email to
Mr Chan referring to the substantive hearing to be held on 6 December 2018 and
enclosing a copy of the hearing bundle
(4) Email dated 5 December 2018 from the Clerk reminding Mr Chan that the
substantive hearing of the proceedings will be held at 10:00 a. in. the following
day
(5) The Clerk to the Committee had also tried to contact Mr Chan on 5 December

2018 at the telephone number provided by him to the Institute by leaving a
message and again at the commencement of the hearing on 6 December 2018.
11.

In the circumstances, the Committee proceeded to hear the Complaint in his absence
pursuant to rule 36 of the Disciplinary Committee Proceedings Rules.

12.

At the outset, the Complainant confirmed to the Committee that (a) the First Complaint
is no longer pursued as against JP Union as it has been removed from the register of
firms and (b) Ms Chan has admitted the complaint made against her, i. e. the Fourth
Complaint. As such, it was only necessary for the Committee to deal with the
complaints made against Mr Chan, i. e. the First to Third Complaints, at the substantive
hearing.

13.

Mr Chan has denied each of the First to Third Complaints.
Section D - BURDEN AND STANDARD OF PROOF

14.

The initial burden of proving a complaint rests with the Complainant. The standard of
proof applied by the Committee in the present case was the civil standard - proof on a
preponderance of probability: Solicitor (2410/1 v Low Society of Hong Kong t20081 11
HKCFAR I 17; Regis!107 of Hong Kong Irisii'rule of Cellj/ied Pubtrc ACco""tonts v
Chon Kih HongDonvi'1120/41 2 HKLRD 723.

Section E - FIRST COMPLAINT
15.

On 2 August 2013, GSL entered into a contract with PML pursuant to which GSL sold
24 million metric tons of graphite ore to PML at Us $7.90 per metric ton ("Contract
A")

16.

Contract A was super ceded by a contract dated 18 December 20 13 (as supplemented by
a supplemental contract dated 31 December 2013) (collectively, "Contract B"). The
relevant terms for the purposes of these proceedings are as follows
4

.

( I ) ' ' Z. ^ ,^' I^: :^: ^; I^^ * I^ I^' I^^ j^: ill ^ I^ I^' ^^. ;^' I^^ I^ tri ^ I+ ^ I, , ,, I, ,
(33,450,000) nt^ tit ^^;;15' , I^ Z. ^,^'I^Ii;^: ^ ^ I^14^-I^Ii^: ;^^, i^It^ 7.9 I^^i,

(us $7.90), ^I^I^.;^^;^^I^I;:^{+^^:I^^t^'Ifi1^;I^{+^7, (Us $264,255,000), ^
^'itE:^^^I^t^'(10)f^^. 7171^^I^I^-,^'{^I^~F1!^^L. t^, ^^I^'^;71<^^t^b^.^$^:t^
I^I^^!^^^;" (Clause I)
(2) "Z7^'I^i-PI^i*;;^{t^^(^i, ^'^^{t^;;;I. '^;1<, I\ 2014 f^^, ,i^;f^^ 12 )^ 31 EIZ
^iZ. ^7^'I;Ej^'f^t^11^37^'.:^{^^^;;^'$^^^:^I^a;{^<j^-,>+ 26,425,500 ^^7, , :^:^^^:
!;t!{tii^"' (Clause 3)
(3) "Z. ^I^'. 17^7^'I^Ii^:I;E, ^;f^titL. i^^;^^ tB^. ^fyi^ ^^;;^^^:i^i^ 334.5 ^

It^B^^!, j^:^1:5'6i^.^;UI^,^', .it^{t^^'Err^*Bit^'^:^^:" (Clause 3)
(4) "^u!;^^ z, 17^'I;E{^I^-fF^11^'f^^$^:^:in^I^ 3,345,000 ni^B^^, z. ^I^';I^I;E^t^^;^.
I^I^:^:)' t^E+(30) B 1795!a{tj^^^(, I^.^b^^(1<^+:^:I:E, t^f^:^:I^{^^^(g;(^,^

Us026,425,500 2.1?9" (Supplemental Contract)
17.

Contract B was further superceded by another contract entered in 2015, pursuant to
which PML agreed to settle the remaining balance of Us $257,870,000 within one year
with a discount of Us $6,255,000 ("Contract C")

18.

The Group recognised the revenue at its invoiced amount of Us $264,255,000 and trade

receivable totalling about Us $262,930,000 (invoiced amount minus deposit received)
in the 2013 Financial Statements. A trade receivable balance of Us$237,830,000 was
presented under non-current assets in the statement of financial position as at 31
December 2013 under "long term portion of trade receivable"
19.

In particular, note 20 to the 2013 Financial Statements stated:

"The long term portion of trade receivable [Us $237,830,000] and the curreni
portion receivable [Us $25,143,000] from Ihe soles of graphite ore (I'he
"Parrchaser'? Iotalling approximately Us0262,973,000 represent o trade
receivable bolonce arising In the normo/ course of business. The bolonce is secured
over the unsold
a hite ore oc Mired b the Purchaser non-interest bean'n ond
re a oble wiihi'n 10 ears The Purchaser hove to repay at least Us026,425,500

each year 14nii'11"16) settled. Should the P"Ichoser sold the goods of cost more thon
this minimum poyment In a year, Ihey have to settle Ihe excess balunce wi'Ih credit
relm of 30 days. " (emphasis added)
20.

Paragraphs 9 of the Hong Kong Accounting Standard 18 Revenue ("HKAS 18") states
that 'Reven"e shall be in?eas"red ai Ihe Iair val"e of Ihe consideroti'on received or
receivable "

21.

Paragraph 11 of HKAS 18 further provides that "... when Ihe inflow of cash or cash
equivalenis I'S d</'erred, Ihejhir value of Ihe consideration inoy be less Ihon Ihe nomino/
Qinounl of cash received or receivoble. For example, on e"lily, inoyprovi'de Interest:/i. ee
credii to Ihe 631yer or accept a More receivable bearing a below-markei interesi rote
5

.

fom the buyer OS consideration for Ihe sale of goods. When the dryongemeni ofective!y
consii7z, res o77"oncmg ironsocii'on, ihe/all value offhe considerotion is delermined by
discot, rinng o1/1wt"re recejj)is Msi"g an imp"led raie of into rest. .. "
22.

The Complainant's case is that the payment arrangement under Contract B effectiveIy
constituted a financing transaction under paragraphs 9 and I I of HKAS 18 because,
under the terms of Contract B, PML was allowed to settle the total payment of

Us $264,255,000 by instalments over 10 years with a minimum annual payment of onetenth of the contract price i. e. Us $26,425,500. The Group had ignored the discounting
effect of the Transaction under Hl<. As 18, to which JP Union and Mr Chan concurred.
23.

Mr Chan denied that the payment arrangement under Contract B constituted a financing
transaction. The central arguments advanced in the various written submissions made
by Mr Chan is essentially that the trade receivable totalling Us $262,973,000 (net of a
Us $1.28 million deposit received) was a current asset and therefore the discount of
time value under HKAS 18 was not applicable for the following reasons:
(1) The Complainant had misinterpreted Contract B. PML was not required under the
ternis of Contract B to settle the contract sum by I O equal instalments over a
period of 10 years, but could settle more than the minimum payment of

Us $26,45,000 per year or indeed the entire outstanding contract sum at any time
before the expiry of the 10-year period.
(2) As such, the "normal operating cycle" cannot be clearly identifiable. Paragraph
67 of HKAS I states that the "operating cycle of an entity is Ihe tinie benteen the
ocq"isInon of OSsets for processing and their lean^oti'on In cash or cash
69"ing/ents. 17hen the entity 's nom?al operaiing cycle is nor clearly ide"tiliab/e,
it is assz!"?ed to be fueli, e in?onths "

(3)

Paragraph 66 of HKAS I defines current assets as follows:

'71n entity shall classjjj, an assei as CMrre"I when. ' (17) it expects to realise Ihe
assei, or Intends 10 sell or cons"me ii, in iis normol operaiihg cycle, ' (b) It holds
Ihe assei primori'!y for the pulpose of trading, ' (c) it expec!s to realise Ihe OSsei
wiihi'n twelve monihs tyrer the reporting period, . or (4) Ihe asset I'S cash or a cash
eq"iyolent tos d</med in HK, 4S 7) unless the OSsei is restricted from being
exchonged or used to seine o liability for at ledsi fuelve monihs dyer Ihe
reporting period. An enii'ty^ shall classify o11 other asseis Qs non-CMrreni. "
(4)

The Group's management was required to "estimate" the settlement pattern of
PML to decide whether the time value for delayed settlement should be taken into
account. It was reasonable to "estimate" that PAL would settle within a short

period (I. e. within the assumed "normal operating cycle" of twelve months),
given that
(a)

Under the terms of Contract B "0"ce Ihe milentoiy of PML is sold; Ihe
crediiierm of the settlemeni 10 GSL is 30 doys instead ofwiihin te" yeors
This co"tr"ci term prey"ils the rest of other co"tract terms " [siC]
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(b) The purpose of the revision from Contract A to Contract B was to speed up
the collection of money and to reduce inventory risk.
(c) Contract C verified the management's representation that they expected
PML to settle within a short period. Ultimately, the entire remaining
balance due from PML was settled during the year ended 31 December
20 16 without any discount.
(5) The trade receivable was therefore a current asset and no discount of time value
was required.
24.

The Committee does not accept Mr Chari's arguments

25.

First, the suggestion that the entire trade receivable totalling Us $262,973,000 was a
current asset is directly contradicted by the Company's own accounting treatment of
this sum in the 2013 Financial Statements. In the 2013 Financial Statements, only the
first instalment of Us $25,143,000 (described as the "current portion receivable" in
Note 20) was classified as a current asset, whereas the remaining balance of

Us $237,830,000 (described as the "long term portion of trade receivable" in Note 20)
was characterised as a non-current asset. As stated above, Mr Chan had expressed an
unmodified opinion on the 2013 Financial Statements and therefore must be taken as

having effective Iy endorsed the treatment of the long term portion of trade receivable as
a non-current asset.

26.

Second, it is clear from the terms of Contract B that the contract sum was to be paid by
instalments, with an annual minimum payment of one-tenth of the total contract price
i. e. Us $26,425,000 until the full contract sum is paid. There was thus a significant time
lag between the receipt of goods and the receipt of consideration in accordance with
paragraphs 9 and I I of HKAS 18, such that the Transaction amounted to a financing
transaction

27.

Third, the fact that the terms of Contract B did not prohibit PML from making
payments more than the annual minimum amount, or even making the full payment all
at once, did riot make the payment arrangement any less of a financing transaction. The
triggering of the significant time lag and financing feature is reinforced by Note 20 to
the 2013 Financial Statements, which stated that: "The balunce I'S secured over the

unsold graphi're ore ocq"lyed by ihe Purchaser, non-Into rest bearing und yepoyoble
WIThi'n 10 years' The Purchaser have 10 yepoy o1 ledsi Us026,425,500 eoch year Ifniil
fully sented. "
28

Fourth, Mr Chari's suggestion that the trade receivable was a current asset and therefore

the "discount of time value is not applicable" demonstrates his lack of understanding of
the requirements of the relevant accounting standards.
29.

Finally, even if the Group's management had to "estimate" the settlement pattern of
PML to decide whether the time value for delayed settlement should be taken into
account (which is not accepted by the Committee, as the Company had clearly
classified the long term portion of the trade receivable as a non-current asset in the
2013 Financial Statements), we reject the contention that it would have been reasonable
to "estimate" that Pityn. , would settle within a short period for the following reasons
7

.

(1)

Mr Chan relied heavily on his own interpretation of the terms of Contract B,
namely, that PML must pay for the goods within 30 days of any sale and that this
tenn prevailed over the other terms of Contract B. This reliance is misplaced as
his interpretation is plainly wrong. It is clear from the relevant provision in the
supplemental contract as set out in paragraph 16(4) above that the 30-day
payment term only applied to any release of goods exceeding 3,345,000 metric
tons. For quantities below 3,345,000 metric tons, Contract B provided only for a
minimum payment of one-tenth of the total contract price every year, thus
effectiveIy allowing any such goods to be paid over 10 years' This interpretation
is reflected by, and is consistent with, the explanation in Note 20 of the 2013
Financial Statements set out above.

(2)

The reference to Contracts A and C is also irrelevant because:

(a)

Contract A has been superceded by Contract B. The fact that PML was
required to settle the purchase amount each time under Contract A therefore
cannot be evidence for a reasonable expectation that payment under
Contract B would be settled within a short period of time. The ternis of
Contract A can have no relevance to an understanding of Contract B, the
tenns of which are clear. As there is nothing unclear in the relevant terms of
Contract B, it is not necessary to consider Contract A as part of its context.
It follows the reasons why Contract A was superceded by Contract B are
also irrelevant

(b)

As to Contract C, it did not even exist at the time of the relevant audit. The

subsequently revised terms and whether or not Contract C reinforced the

alleged expectation that PML would settle within a short period of time are
therefore totally irrelevant to the 2013 Financial Statements. In any event,
PML did not, as a matter of fact, settle the remaining balance until during
the year ended 31 December 2016, i. e. more than two years after Contract B
(as supplemented by the supplemental contract dated 31 December 2013)
was entered into.

(3) No evidence has been advanced to suggest that there was or could be any
reasonable expectation that the entire trade receivable would be fully paid within
twelve months after the reporting period or within its assumed "nomial operating
cycle" of 12 months
30.

In the circumstances, we accept the Complainant's case that the payment arrangement
of the Transaction effective Iy constituted a financing transaction under paragraphs 9
and 11 ofHK, A, s 18

31

Mr Chari's procedures on the measurement of the revenue and receivable arising from
the Transaction were limited to verification of the amount of Us $264,255,000 with the
relevant contract and invoice without considering the appropriateness of the accountin
treatment of the payment terrns which effective Iy constituted a financing transaction.
There was no evidence in the audit working papers that suggests Mr Chan had

A1B Report 532.8
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considered the fair value measurement of the revenue and receivable arising from the
Transaction in accordance with paragraphs 9 and 11 of In<As 18. Mr Chari's
explanation on the measurement of revenue and receivable from the Transaction, which
was documented in a separate note accompanying his reply letter of I O March 20 16 to

the FRC, was not part of the audit working papers submitted to the FRC. '
32.

Paragraph 15 of HK, !\. S 200 requires an auditor to plan and perform an audit with
professional scepticism recognising that circumstances may exist that cause the
financial statements to be material Iy misstated. Professional skepticism is an attitude
that includes "a 911esii'oning mind, being okri 10 condi'tibns which inoy Indicaie
possible innsstotemeni due to error or 7701/4 und o cynico/ OSsessmeni of andi'I
evidence ".

33.

Paragraph 18 of HKSA 540 requires an auditor to evaluate, based on the audit
evidence, "\, herher the acco"nitng esiin?dies in Ihe lingnci'o1 stolemenis ore eiiher
reasonable In ihe contexi of Ihe OPPtrcab/e jinonci'al reporiihg fromework, or ore
rinsstaied".

34.

In view of the size of the Transaction and its payment terms, Mr Chan should have
identified the Transaction with additional risks of material misstatement and performed
a corresponding assessment and/or testing. In an audit documentation titled "Group

Audit Highliglits"', it was stated under "Long rein? Irade receivable " that "The Group
sold Ihe graphite ore neor Ihe yeor end. All supporting doc"menis have been o6toi'"ed
including soles coniroci, debtor confirmoii'on, soles invoices und dell^eiy noies. As Ihe
debtors has [siC] not been seined up 10 Ihe dote of the undil. The recoverabi/^'ty? of Ihe
debtor ofepe"ds on Ihe client 's assess"?eni of the debtor 's Indricial postiion grid
credibility. The PMrchaser 's ""sold stocks are pledged 10 Ihe subsidiQiy "
35.

As can be seen, there was no evidence in the "Group Audit Highlights" nor has Mr
Chan provided any audit working papers to suggest that he had attempted to evaluate
the possible effect on the fair value measurement of the revenue and receivable as a

result of the possible deferral in the payments of the Transaction as provided in
Contract B.
36

Paragraphs I I to 13 of HKSA 700 set out the requirements with which an auditor
should comply in forming an opinion on whether the financial statements are prepared,
in all material respects, in accordance with the applicable financial reporting
framework

37.

Accordingly, Mr Chan failed to challenge the appropriateness of recognising the
revenue and trade receivable arising from the Transaction at the invoiced amount and
did not identify that the accounting treatment was not compliant with HKAS 18. Mr
Chan failed to perform adequate audit procedures on the measurement of the revenue
and receivable arising from the Transaction to support his unmodified opinion on the
2013 Financial Statements.

' A1B Report 53.1.2.6 and Annex 3B [153].
4 Annex 2P t1441
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38

Paragraph 16 of HKSA 260 states that: "The a"ditor shall con?"?"nicaie Ifiih rhose

charged wiih goi, eruance. ' ... (17) The Q"ditor 's views about significant q"anioni, e

aspecis of the entity 's accounting PIaciices, including accounting policies, accoz, rin"g
esiimotes and financial storemeni disclosures. When OPPtrcable, Ihe auditor shun
exp/din to rhose charged with governance why Ihe ouditor considers a SIIg'nilicont
accounting pruciice, thot I'S acceptoble MMder the OPPlicob/e jinonciol reporting
framework, not 10 be most appropriate to Ihe particular circ"", stances of'the entity, ' ... "
39.

Paragraph 21 of in<. SA 260 states that: "The a"of itor shall con?"?""icoie wiih those

charged Minh governance on a tiff?667 basis. .. "
40

The Transaction was significant to the 2013 Financial Statements. The only
documentary evidence of any communication between Mr Chari and the Company's
Audit Committee was the minutes of the meeting of the Company's Audit Committee
held on 31 March 2014. The minutes show that Mr Chan attended this meeting but
there was no record of any discussion regarding the measurement of the revenue and

trade receivable arising from the Transaction. '
41.

Based on the above, the Committee finds that Mr Chan has breached:

(1) Paragraph 15 of HKSA 200 and paragraph 18 of HKSA 540 by failing to
challenge the appropriateness of the accounting treatment of the Transaction with
a sceptical mind, and to evaluate whether accounting estimates pertaining to the
revenue and trade receivable arising from the Transaction were reasonable in the
context of the applicable financial reporting framework; and/or
(2) Paragraphs 11 to 13 of HKSA 700 by failing to perform adequate audit
procedures on the measurement of the revenue and trade receivable arising from
the Transaction and evaluate whether the 2013 Financial Statements were

presented in accordance with the applicable financial reporting framework, i. e.
HKFRS; and/or

(3) Paragraphs 16 and 21 of the HKSA 260 by failing to communicate with the Audit
Committee on a timely basis, the auditor's views on the qualitative aspects of the
Transaction which involved significantjudgment and estimation.
42.

In the premises, the Committee concludes that the First Complaint has been
substantiated as against Mr Chan
Section F - SECOND COMPLAINT

43.

In light of the audit deficiencies identified in the First Complaint, the Committee finds
that Mr Chan has failed to conduct the audit of the 2013 Financial Statements with

professional competence and due care. As a result, Mr Chan was in breach of section
100.5(c) as elaborated in section 130.1 of the COE.

' A1B Report 53.1.3.3 and Annex IC t1251.
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Section G - THIRD COMPLAINT

44. There are two issues arising under this complaint, namely
(1) Whether the discounting effect issue under HKAS 18 was properly discussed or
addressed during the quality control review; and
(2) Whether the EQCR, Ms Chan, was independent from the audit team.
First IssMe - whether Ihe disco"ntihg <, ff'eciiss"e under HK, 4S18 wosproper!y discussed or
addressed during the quality control review

45. Paragraph 19 of HKAS 220 requires the engagement partner for audits of listed
companies to ensure appointment of an EQCR, discuss significant audit matters with
the EQCR, and date the auditor's report after the completion of the engagement quality
control review.

46. The complaint here is that Mr Chan had failed to discuss significant matters of the audit
with the EQCR, Ms Chan.

47. Mr Chan relied on two documents, the "Group Audit Highlights" and the "Engagement
Quality Control Review Worksheet", which were said to show that the EQCR had been

consulted in significant or major issues during the planning and conduct of the audit '
However, it is clear from the documents that they neither contained any documentation
of any evaluation nor discussion carried out on the implications of the deferred receipt
of the sales proceeds and its effect on the fair value measurement. In particular:
(1) The "Group Audit Higlilights" did not touch upon or contain documentation on
fair value measurement of the revenue and receivable rising from the Transaction.
(2) There was no cross reference from the "Engagement Quality Control Review
Worksheet' to any audit working papers documenting the "significant financial
statement areas" and "significant management estimates" that were reviewed by
the EQCR.

48. There is simply no evidence that Mr Chan had discussed significant matters of the
audit, in particular, the discounting effect of the Transaction, with Ms Chan at all.
49. In the premises, the Committee finds that Mr Chan was in breach of paragraph 19 of
HKSA 220 by failing to discuss significant matters of the audit, including the
Transaction, with the EQCR.

Issue 2. whether the EQCR, Ms Chon, wos Independentj?om the audit learn
50. Paragraph 7 of HKt\. S 220 requires that an EQCR shall be an individual (or a team of
individuals), who is not part of the engagement team, with sufficient and appropriate
experience and authority to objectiveIy evaluate the significant judgments the

6 Appendix 2 [196].
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engagement team made and the conclusions it reached in formulating the auditor's
report
51

There is no dispute that:'
(1) Mr Chan did require Ms Chan to complete the review questionnaires concerning
two UK subsidiaries of the Company, Axiom Manufacturing Services Limited
and Axiom Ms Limited ("11K Subsidiaries");
(2) Note 17 of the 2013 Financial Statements provided that the UK Subsidiaries
principal Iy affected the results of the year or formed a substantial portion of the
net assets of the Group;

(3) Ms Chan duly completed the task as required and reported her findings to Mr
Chan.
52

The complaint here is that (a) Ms Chan lost her independence by completing the review
questionnaires concerning the UK Subsidiaries and (b) Mr Chan has thereby failed to
ensure that the EQCR was independent of the audit engagement team, in breach of the
requirement under paragraph 7 of HKSA 220.

53.

Mr Chan contends that the work Ms Chan had completed at his request in relation to
the UK Subsidiaries was part of her work as EQCR rather than as part of the audit
engagement team. Mr Chan further asserts that her independence can be assured as the
UK Subsidiaries had been audited by a "big four" accountancy firm

54

The Committee rejects ^^in' Chari's contentions for the following reasons:
(1) Under paragraphs 44 and 45 of HKSA 600, an auditor has an obligation to
evaluate whether sufficient appropriate audit evidence has been obtained from the
audit procedures performed by a component auditor on a subsidiary. Thus, it is
irrelevant whether the UK Subsidiaries had been audited by another accountancy
firm.

(2) The duty of an auditor is separate and distinct from the duty of an EQCR to
evaluate significantjudgments made by the engagement team under paragraph 20
of HKSA 220. The scope of the work to be performed by a group engagement

team is more extensive than that required of an EQCR. '
(3) After a group engagement auditor has finished the work required under HKSA
600 regarding a subsidiary, the significant judgments made therein must be
further reviewed by an EQCR under HKSA 220. It is obvious that Mr Chan has
confused the two separate and distinct processes. The suggestion in Air Chari's
written case dated 2 August 20 18 that the "review of audit working paper of
secondary dudilor is an oddiii'ono1 work done which can be skipped"
demonstrates his lack of understanding of the relevant requirements. If Ms Chan
' Appendix 2 [179]; Appendix 3 t209-2101; Appendix 3 t225-2311
" Appendix 2 [179]; Mr Chan's written case dated 2 August 2018 [316].
Paragraphs 26-29 of HKSA 600 and paragraph 20 of HKSA 220.
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was indeed perfonning the work of an EQCR in relation to the UK Subsidiaries,
as Mr Chan alleges, then the audit engagement team would have failed to
properly perform the work required under HKSA 600.
(4) Ms Chari's work in relation to the UK Subsidiaries was recorded in an "Audit

Standards Review Questionnaire" '' and a summary in table form. ' ' It is plain
from these documents that the work performed by Ms Chan was an integral part
of the audit procedures to be carried out by an audit engagement team in an audit
of group financial statements, and was far more extensive than an evaluation

required to be carried out by an EQCR.
(5) It is of significance that Ms Chan herself stated that she was acting as a
component auditor and she became part of the audit engagement team in carrying
out the review of the UK Subsidiaries. Further, Ms Chan stated in her letter to the

Institute dated 18 July 2017 that the work she performed on the UK Subsidiaries

"nullified" her engagement as EQCR. ''
55.

In the circumstances, the Committee finds that Mr Chan was in breach of paragraph 7
of HKSA 220 in that he failed to ensure that the EQCR appointed by him was
independent of the audit engagement team.
Section H - FOl. IRTH COMPLAINT

56.

On 14 March 2018, Ms Chan signed a confinnation whereby she admitted to the Fourth
Complaint made against her and confirmed that she did not dispute the facts as set out
in the Complaint, in so far as they related to the Fourth Complaint

57.

By a letter dated 14 March 2018, Ms Chan and the Complainantjointly proposed that

the steps set out in paragraphs 17 to 30 of the Disciplinary Committee Proceedings
Rules be dispensed with. The Committee acceded to this proposal and directed that Ms
Chan shall make written submissions on sanctions and costs after the Committee has

decided on the complaints against Mr Chan.
58.

The Committee finds the Fourth Complaint against Ms Chan substantiated. In light of
the audit deficiencies identified in the First Complaint, Ms Chan has clearly failed to
act competently and diligently as the EQCR for the audit. As a result, she was in breach
of the Fundamental Principle of Due Care in section 100.5(c) as elaborated in section
130.1 of the COE.
Section I - CONCLUSION

59.

For the reasons set out above, the Committee concludes that the First to Third

Complaints have been established as against Mr Chan and that the Fourth Complaint
has been established as against Ms Chan. In reaching its conclusion, the Committee has
considered all the submissions and evidence presented by the parties.

to [324-331],
'' [332-337].
12 1339-3401
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Section J - ORDERS AND DIRECTIONS
60.

The Committee makes the following orders and directions :
(I ) The First to Third Complaints are proved against Mr Chan;
(2) The Fourth Complaint is proved against Ms Chan;
(3) The Complainant shall file and serve written submission on sanctions and costs,
including a statement of costs, within 21 days from the date of this Decision;
(4) Mr Chan and Ms Chan shall file and serve written submissions on sanctions and
costs, including submissions on the Complainant's statement of costs and/or WITy
costs should not be ordered against them, if any, within 21 days from the date of
the Complainant's written submissions;
(5) The parties are at liberty to apply for further directions in writing to the
Committee.

Dated L8 January 20L9

Ms. Lain Ding Wari Catrina
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